Counting Poems

One, Two

1,2 Tie my shoe
3,4 Shut the door
5,6 Pick up sticks
7,8 Lay them straight
9, 10 A big fat hen.

Let's get up and count again!

(Parents and children act out this poem together. - Parents be ready!
Two year olds love to repeat actions and poems many times. This is the way they grow and learn.)
A different version of One, Two

One, Two, Where is my Shoe?
(point to your shoe)

Three, Four, Where is a Door?
(point to the door)

Five, Six, Find something that Ticks.
(you can point to a clock, a watch, a timer, whatever you see that ticks)

Seven, Eight, Where is a Plate?
(point to plate or cupboard where plates are stored)

Nine, Ten, Let’s do it again!